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a b s t r a c t
We study a class of composed networks that are formed by two tree networks, TP and
TA, whose end points touch each other through a bipartite network BPA. We explore this
network using a functional approach. We are interested in how much the topology, or
the structure, of TX (X = A or P) determines the links of BPA. This composed structure
is a useful model in evolutionary biology, where TP and TA are the phylogenetic trees of
plants and animals that interact in an ecological community. We make use of ecological
networks of dispersion of fruits, which are formed by frugivorous animals and plants with
fruits; the animals, usually birds, eat fruits and disperse their seeds. We analyse how
the phylogeny of TX determines or is correlated with BPA using a Monte Carlo approach.
We use the phylogenetic distance among elements that interact with a given species to
construct an index κ that quantifies the influence of TX over BPA. The algorithm is based
on the assumption that interaction matrices that follows a phylogeny of TX have a total
phylogenetic distance smaller than the average distance of an ensemble of Monte Carlo
realisations. We find that the effect of phylogeny of animal species is more pronounced in
the ecological matrix than plant phylogeny.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The last decade has shown an explosion of papers using networks in physics literature [1]. These studies encompass a
large field such as network growing [2], transport and synchronisation in networks [3,4], characteristic indices [5], partition
andmodularity [6], as well as applications in several areas [3]. However, not much attention has been focused on functional
effects inside a network, that means how a subgraph of the network determines the structure of another subgraph. In this
workwe focus our attention on networks composed by tree graphs and bipartite graphs. The typical questionwe treat comes
from evolutionary biology: how the phylogeny of a set of species influences their ecological interactions.
Perhaps the understanding of the factors determining the number and interaction of coexisting species is the most
fundamental problem in ecology and conservation biology [7,8]. Such a problem is related to a variety of aspects from
abiotic factors, genetics, to biogeographical regions; in this study we focus on the phylogeny of species [9,10]. We develop
a statistical Monte Carlo approach to answer the question of how the phylogeny of plants or animals determines their
ecological interaction. We use as a case study the network of seed dispersal by frugivorous animals. Dispersal networks are
formed by two sets: plants with fruits and frugivorous animals that disperse their seeds. The set of plants that disperses the
seeds use the advantage of the nutritional feature of its fruits and the frugivorous animals behave as seed carriers. Data is
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Fig. 1. The composed network formed by ecological interactions (centre) and phylogeny trees. The tree like phylogenetic networks encompass the bipartite
network of interaction among species in an ecological community. This particular example of a seed dispersion network is obtained from Ref. [12], the
phylogenetic tree of the animals are in the left and the plants in the right. The lines represent ecological interaction of frugivorous animals (squares) with
plants (circles) whose fruits are eaten by animals.
formed mainly by birds that eat fruits and disperse the seed with the excrements to places where the seeds could hardly
reach without their help. This kind of interaction is usually characterised as mutualism because both, plants and animals,
may have benefits in the interaction [11].
To adequately set the problem we use the following notation. The system is characterised by a composed network (or
a supergraph) that is formed by three subgraphs: two tree networks TP and TA and a bipartite graph BPA. The phylogenetic
trees of plants and animals are TP = {LP , VP} and TA = {LA, VA}, where LX is the set of links and VX the set of vertexes
for X = P or A, plant and animal species respectively. The set of end points of the phylogenetic trees we call SP and SA to
emphasised that it corresponds to the set of plant and animal species. In the core of the supergraph we have a bipartite
network BPA = {LPA, SP , SA} defined by the set of vertexes SP and SA and a set of links LPA connecting the vertexes of the
ecological interactions. A general view of this entangled structure is visualised in Fig. 1 where two tree networks touch each
other by a web of liaisons.
In this paper we explore networks structure in a functional way. We do not focus on network indices, growing, transport
or partition structure. We are interested in how a subgraph of a network determines, or influences, the structure of another
subgraph. To be specific we want to know in what extent the topology, or the structure, of the phylogenetic graphs
determines the arrange of links of ecological interactions. Using a schematic mathematical formulation:
TP ⇒ LPA
TA ⇒ LPA. (1)
To check how phylogenetic trees influence BPA we perform a statistical analysis.We estimate the total phylogenetic distance
among interacting elements ofBPA and compare itwith adequateMonte Carlo realisations. If the observedphylogenetic index
significantly deviates from the Monte Carlo estimation we interpret this fact as a functional effect of TX over BPA.
The main objective of this work is to develop a Monte Carlo technique to test functionality in networks, or how the
arrange of links of a subgraph determines the topology of another part of the network. Our case study is the influence of
phylogeny of plants and animals in an ecological interaction network. The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we
set the mathematical background of the work: interaction networks, phylogenetic distances and a Monte Carlo method. In
Section 3 we apply the technique to a set of 20 composed networks obtained in the literature and analyse data with three
complementary statistical tests. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss the work in the context of evolutionary ecology and point
possible applications of our model to other fields.
2. The methodology
In this section we show the methodology used in this work. Initially we introduce the formal concepts involved in the
technique: the phylogenetic distance and the interaction matrix. At a second step we develop the Monte Carlo method used
to test the functionality in network structures. The second part of the methodology is devoted to expose the biologic data
used to test the methodology: the phylogeny trees and the ecological interaction networks.
2.1. Mathematical background
A central quantity used in this work is the phylogenetic distance PD(i, j), a variable largely used in phylogenetic studies
to characterise the evolutionary separation between species i and j. Here, by simplicity, we use PD(i, j) as the total number
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Fig. 2. A sketch of a composed network. The bipartite interaction network is illustrated as a matrix of empty or filled squares. In this particular case BPA
seems to follow the phylogenetic tendency of TP , but not of TA because PDIP is low compared to the PDIMCP , diversely of PDIA that is close to PDIMCA .
of species that share a common ancestor between i and j, of course, nowadays, molecular biology provides more accurate
ways to estimate PD(i, j) [13]. As we deal with two phylogenetic trees we use, respectively, PDP and PDA to denote the
phylogenetic distances among species of plants or animals.
To study influence of phylogeny over the interaction community network we need a global index that characterises the
phylogenetic distance of the full community of plants or animals. To perform such taskwedevelop the Phylogenetic Distance





where l is an index that runs over pairs of elements of BPA. To estimate, for instance, PDIP , the total phylogenetic distance of
plants, we have to count the distance for all pairs of plants that interact with the same animal, that means, pairs of elements
on the same columns of the interaction matrix BPA. On the other hand, to estimate the PDIA we count the PD over all pairs of
species along common lines.We illustrate the PDIA using data of Fig. 2. To evaluate influence of TA over the bipartite network
we have to count the PD(i, j) over pairs of elements of the first, second and third lines, that means, the pairs of species of
animals that interact with the same plant. In line one, for instance, we compute the PD(i, j) over three pairs while in lines
two and three there is only one pair. We note that, in this case, influence of TA over BPA is weak, because PD(i, j) is not small.
In the case BPA follows the phylogeny, the PDIobs should be small compared to the distance of species at aleatory positions
because PD over pairs of species that are phylogenetically closer is small. This fact is illustrated in the same Fig. 2 when we
look at influence of TP over BPA. For this case we count PD(i, j) over pairs of elements in the same column. There are pairs of
elements in the first, fourth and fifth columns. In the first and fourth columns the PD(i, j) is minimal.
In order to test determination of tree networks over bipartite networks we use the following Monte Carlo approach. To
measure influence of TA over BPA we estimate PDIA for BPA with adequate aleatory elements, but we keep the total number of
elements at each column fixed to preserve constant the number of interaction of each species. Thismethodology is described
in Ref. [14], in our null model we fix the total number of species in lines or columns. It is worth to note that we could have
used a probabilistic null model where species occurrence are proportional to the sums of elements in columns or lines. As
a working example we consider data of Fig. 2, we count PDIA over three pairs of elements in the first line. This number of
pairs is constant because we are using a null model that preserve fixed the number of elements along lines. However, in
the Monte Carlo computation the pairs are equiprobably distributed among any combination of sites. We call PDIMC as the
set of phylogenetic distances generated by Monte Carlo technique. We notice that because we want to test the influence of
phylogeny over ecology in our methodology we do not change the topology of the phylogenetic trees, the randomisation is
performed over the bipartite network and not over the phylogeny.
To estimate influence of TP and TA phylogenies over the bipartite network and also to compare diverse composed
networks we use the influence index κ . For an observed PDIobs of a given composed network the index κ is the fraction
of randomised networks whose PDIMC is above PDIobs. A κ around 1 means that PDIobs of the tree network is smaller that
their respective randomised Monte Carlo networks, therefore there is a significant influence of the tree network over the
bipartite network. A κ around 0.5 means that there are so many PDIMC above than below PDIobs, in this case the phylogeny
is not singular compared to the random trials, therefore the phylogeny does not affect ecological interactions. Finally a κ
around zero means that the observed network deviates significantly, or it is repulsed by the phylogenetic signal. In other
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Table 1
Table with 20 seed dispersion analysed ecological matrices. NA and NP are the number of animals and plants in the matrix. The κA and κP are influence
indices of phylogeny over the bipartite network and finally the parameter ρ is the occupancy of the interaction matrix.
Matrix NA κA NP κP ρ
BAIR 21 0.94 7 0.45 0.34
BEEH 9 0.51 31 0.82 0.43
CACG 15 0.82 23 0.85 0.19
CACI 20 0.63 33 0.48 0.14
CACO 13 0.79 23 0.93 0.16
CAFR 15 0.75 21 0.66 0.16
CROM 6 1.00 70 0.31 0.33
FROS 8 0.72 16 0.99 0.69
GEN1 17 0.97 7 0.51 0.30
GEN2 28 1.00 34 0.98 0.14
HAMM 16 1.00 43 0.99 0.24
HRAT 16 0.58 16 0.90 0.46
KANT 27 0.44 5 0.29 0.64
LOPE 8 0.99 17 0.46 0.49
MACK 31 1.00 32 0.21 0.06
NCOR 32 0.92 25 0.72 0.19
NNOG 28 0.90 18 0.80 0.26
SAPF 8 0.65 27 0.70 0.18
SNOW 14 1.00 49 0.98 0.33
WYTH 14 0.89 11 0.52 0.31
words, the arrange of species that interact in a community follows a tendency opposite of the phylogeny. Using the broad
definition of p-value, p, as the probability of an event or outcome in a statistical experiment, we have p = 1− κ , assuming
that the null hypothesis is that PDIobs is not different from PDIMC .
2.2. The biological data set
The empirical data used in this work was obtained from the supplementary material of the paper of Rezende [15].
We chose a set of 20 composed network according to the following criteria. Large networks are excluded because of
computational time limitations. We have chosen only one type of interaction: dispersion of seeds, data respective to
pollination presented in that paper was not used to simplify our interpretation of results. Networks with ambiguous or
lacking data in the phylogenetic treeswere also not used in the analysis. The chosen composed networks are listed in Table 1
together with the number of plant and animal species and the occupation ρ that is the fraction of occupied elements of the
adjacency matrix of BPA. We have kept the same code name of the matrix that was used in Ref. [15], the reference of each
network can be found in that work.
3. Results
In this section we expose three statistical tests to explore data produced by the Monte Carlo methodology. The first test
analyses individually p-values to findwhat phylogenies determine ecological interactions. The second consists in an analysis
of the set of all networks to find if the phylogenies of animals (or plants) globally determines ecological interactions. The
third question explores thedominant phylogeny, thatmeans, is there a phylogeny (animal or plant) that influences ecological
interaction more than another?
We start the first question working with data of Table 1. A study of κ in the table reveals the particular phylogenies that
play a functional role on the ecological bipartite network. Indeed, from 40 values of κ in the table, 11 of them, 4 plants and
7 animals, have κ > 0.95 which may be interpreted as a significance level p < 0.05. This analysis indicates the phylogenies
that individually influence ecological interactions. In the next paragraphswe perform ameta analysis study to find influence
of plants and animals altogether over the ecological interactions.
To visualise the behaviour of the complete set of composed networks and at the same time to compare animal and plants
differences in a same framework we use the z-score zi. This statistics is defined by:
zi = xi − µ
σ
where xi is the set of points (in our case PDIMC ), µ = 1/N∑ xi is the average of data and σ = ∑i(xi−µ)2N the root mean
square error. In Fig. 3 we plot, for 20 analysed composed networks, the Monte Carlo z-scores (points) and the observed
z-scores (open squares). In these simulations we present data over a set of 20000 Monte Carlo runs. It is interesting to note
that the horizontal axis is not symmetric, indeed,we plot z-scores from z = −6 to z = 4 because the distribution of observed
z-scores clearly deviate to negative values indicating an overall influence of phylogeny over interaction networks. This effect
is more marked for animals than plants, a point we explore in the following paragraph. The Monte Carlo distribution of
z-scores, is centred around zero and it is symmetric.
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Fig. 3. Weuse the z-score to compare the empirical PDIobs (open squares) and the range ofMonte Carlo estimated PDIMC (points). The empirical z-scores are
not symmetrically distributed indicating that actual networks have total phylogenetic distances smaller than random ones. This effect is more accentuated
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Fig. 4. The effect of animals and plants phylogenies over ecological interactions by plotting z-scores. The dotted square in the centre corresponds to z = ±2
threshold, which approximately defines a p-value limit of 0.05; there are 4 elements with z < −2 for plants and 7 elements for animals. In addition, among
the 20 seed dispersion networks there are only 2 animal networks with positive z-scores, but 7 plants with positive z-scores.
In Fig. 4 we plot z-score of animals versus plants to compare both taxon influences. If the effect of animals or plants over
ecology were symmetric the data would lay along the line z-scoreanimals = z-scoreplants. A simple visual inspection of data
shows that this is not the case, a rough conclusion can be drawn from this plot that determination of animals and plants is
not trivially correlated.
We devise the following statistic strategy to test the hypothesis of global influence of TX over BPA. The null hypothesis is:
there is no influence of TX over BPA, therefore the observed z-score should be equally distributed around zero, that means,
there is a similar number of positive or negative z-scores. As data does not fulfil the assumption of normality we use the
non-parametric signal test to verify the null hypothesis [16]. For N = 20 and p < 0.05 the critical significant value is 5 and
for p < 0.01 it is 3. Using data of Table 1 we count 2 positive z-scores for animals and 7 for plants. Hence, using the signal
test we conclude that for the total set of phylogenetic trees the ecological interactions is determined by animals p < 0.01
but not for plants p > 0.25.
To conclude we use the Wilcoxon matched pairs test to answer the following question: is there one phylogeny whose
influence over the ecological interaction is more significant than another? The Wilcoxon test is the nonparametric version
of the paired Student’s t-test [16].We find a positive answer to this question (p = 0.013), the animal phylogeny is dominant
over plant phylogeny in determination of the studied ecological proprieties. This result is not surprising sincewe have found
in the previous test that animal phylogeny influence ecological interaction, but plants do not.
4. Final remarks
This article explore functional effects inside a composed network, that means, how part of a network (a subgraph)
determines the structure of another part of the network (another subgraph). Our case study is determination of tree like
subgraphs on bipartite subgraphs in an entangled structure formed by two tree networks that make contact in a bipartite
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network. We apply the technique to a problem of evolutionary biology and ecology: howmuch the interaction matrix of an
ecological community is correlated, or determined, by the phylogeny of species? To perform such task we develop a Monte
Carlo technique using the fact that phylogenetically closely related species have small phylogenetic distances. To test the
hypothesis we compare the observed phylogenetic distance with the distances of an ensemble of Monte Carlo samples.
We conclude that the phylogeny of animal organisms significantly determines the ecological interactionmatrix but not of
plants which is in agreement with Rezende [15]. We argue that the difference between the effect of phylogenetic structures
over ecological interactions is due to the physiologic adaptation of the digestive system of animals. Over the evolutionary
process animals have become specialised in the digestion of phylogenetic related plants. The same trend is not observed in
plants. For a fruiting plant, to be dispersed by animals of very diverse taxa can be advantageous, and there is no excessive
cost in this process. From the animal perspective, otherwise, the digestion of a plant implies in physiological and biochemical
adaptation that must be developed along the organic evolution [17].
The idea of functionality inside composed networks was already found in the literature of ecology [9,15,18]. The
originality of our work is to set this problem with a Monte Carlo technique that permits a simple way to test influence
of a tree network over a bipartite network. The paper [15] poses a similar questions treated in this work, but our statistical
approach is advantageous in the following points: the index κ does not depend on the normality of data, the technique can be
used for small network sizes, κ has a simple statistical interpretation, κ close to one or close to zero have different statistical
meanings. Another point, that we intend to explore in a future paper, is that our treatment is flexible to perform statistical
tests against different null models. In this paper we have created aleatory matrices keeping constant the total number of
elements inside each column or line, a procedure that is known as null model R2 in ecology of communities [19,20].
In this work we develop a Monte Carlo tool to characterise the effect of phylogeny over community networks. The
studied composed network structure, however, is not the unique network tree we can use to explain the ecological
interaction in a community. At least three other tree networks are devised in the ecological literature [9]: the phenotype,
the time and the space networks. The phenotypic tree classifies species not according to their phylogeny, but to similarities
in the morphology. For instance, the form of the beak is very important in the way a bird eat fruits or seeds, it is
expected that phylogenetic related species will follow close morphological structures, but we have to take into account
evolutionary convergence. In this way, two birds can have very similar beaks and share close food preferences without
being phylogenetically correlated. Finally it is important also in the study of ecological interactions to take into account the
fact that plants and animals do not occur at the same spacial site neither at the same season of the year. To test, for instance,
spatial effect is necessary to construct a spatial tree network (a dendrogram) where species are close in the tree according
to their spacial proximity in the ecosystem.
To conclude we point another possible applications of the formalism developed in this article. There are some bipartite
networks that could be reviewed in the perspective of functionality on composed networks. We cite the scientific
collaboration network SCN and the Hollywood actor network [21,22]. Indeed, the SCN is a bipartite network formed by a set
of authors and scientific works. The usual way to analyse the SCN is to project data into the authors set, a network where
the vertexes are the authors and links among authors are established each time they share a common article. This network
could be reanalysed considering that scientists belong to a tree like structure of academic affinities. In such framework the
question of how much the distance inside academic institutions determines the scientific collaboration can be well posed
and statistically answered.
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